Epidemiology Careers
Refer the best and brightest to our team

NEW This Month!
10633 HR Coordinator
10626 Research Assistant
10625 Research Program Assistant
10624 Data Analyst
10623 Sr. Research Program Coordinator
10622 Research Data Analyst
10620 Sr. Grants & Contracts Analyst
10619 Biostatistician

Other Positions:
10300 Sr. Research Data Analyst
10038 Sr. Research Assistant
9916 Sr. Research Program Coordinator II
9825 Research Assistant
9806 Biostatistician
9804 Administrative Coordinator
9727 Budget Assistant
9625 Research Assistant
8854 Research Data Analyst
7089 Programmer Analyst
6878 Biostatistician
2720 Research Assistant
1400 Sr. Research Data Analyst
686 Sr. Biostatistician
676 Sr. Research Program Coordinator II
381 Sr. Research Program Coordinator
359 Research Data Analyst

All current career opportunities in the School of Public Health are available at: BSPH Jobs

The mission of the Department of Epidemiology is to improve the public’s health by training epidemiologists and by advancing knowledge concerning the causes and prevention of disease and the promotion of health.
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